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VANS series of VANS CALIFORNIA produced regional members might not too strange, with various elements of the VANS
CALIFORNIA product has always been favored by the characteristics of a series of streets. The new style came in December the
local VANS shop and will go on a number of VANS CALIFORNIA, a Native American woven fabric from totem (Aztec style) outside of
the Sk8-Hi Slim, and an inspiration from Guatemala stripes (Guatemala Stripe) Chukka Boot, are national features full, is now landing
around VANS store shelves for sale price 625RMB (Sk8-Hi Slim) /685RMB (Chukka). 
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2012-3-18 10:20 upload and download the attachment (116.07 KB) NIKE SB VANS, either one or the other brand style, probably will
only be changed in order to break through to the pattern or material, but change from the flat broad head bottom wafer. BUSENITZ
Pro Adidas plate line for shoes bring a new face. Adidas BUSENITZ Pro is a famous skateboarder Dennis Busenitz, referring to a
variety of Adidas football shoes and Ganso tiling personal shoes. The subject with the popular GAZELLE is modeled by adding
Adidas COPA MONDIAL wave boots classic old set, the exceptional appearance was launched in 2008, has been in world attention.
Adidas BUSENITZ Pro is now back to continue to thin skin produce new six new colors, for fear of a set of activities to the official
three law, including anti tongue, tongue, and cut the tongue, the best compromise consideration, median skaters wants! Six new
products are expected to soon be fully landed, more monopoly.
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